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Abstract

The 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments imposed extensive restrictions on refined petroleum

product markets, requiring select end users to purchase new cleaner versions of gasoline

and diesel. I estimate the impact of this intervention on refining costs, product prices and

consumer welfare. Isolating these effects is complicated by several challenges likely to appear

in other regulatory settings, including overlap between regulated and non-regulated markets

and deviations from perfect competition. Using a rich database of refinery operations,

I estimate a structural model that incorporates each of these dimensions, and then use

this cost structure to simulate policy counterfactuals. I find that the policies increased

gasoline production costs by 7 cents per gallon and diesel costs by 3 cents per gallon on

average, although these costs varied considerably across refineries. As a result of these

restrictions, consumers in regulated markets experienced welfare losses on the order of $3.7
billion per year, but this welfare loss was partially offset by gains of $1.5 billion dollars

per year among consumers in markets not subject to regulation. The results highlight the

importance of accounting for imperfect competition and market spillovers when assessing

the cost of environmental regulation.
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1 Introduction

The US oil refining industry is the largest and most sophisticated in the world, producing

over $500 billion worth of products in 2021. The 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments imposed

a series of new restrictions on refineries, described at the time as the greatest operational

challenge the industry had faced since the 1970s.1 A major component of these regulations was

the requirement that gasoline and diesel fuel meet higher environmental standards in certain

markets. Areas of the country with severe ozone problems were required to use a new grade of

gasoline, called reformulated gasoline (RFG), and highway diesel consumers were required to

purchase a new low sulfur grade of distillate, called low sulfur diesel (LSD). In this paper, I use

rich administrative data on the universe of US refineries to estimate the impact of fuel content

regulations on product prices, firm profits and consumer welfare.

Even with rich microdata, estimating the impact of fuel content regulation is complicated

by two features prevalent in other regulatory settings, particularly those related to energy and

environmental policy. First, the refining industry is imperfectly competitive.2 This means that

we must allow for the possibility that markups changed in response to the regulation, and that

price changes will not necessarily reflect cost changes. For example, firms with relatively high

costs of producing regulated products might exit markets they previously served, leaving behind

less competition. Amongst firms that stay in regulated markets, firms will set prices based not

just on their own costs, but their rivals’ costs as well (Muehlegger and Sweeney, forthcoming).

A second challenge arises from the fact the regulated and unregulated markets are inter-

linked. Although content regulations varied geographically, supply and demand patterns over-

lap in way such that every refinery either served a market that became regulated or was linked

strategically to one.3 It is therefore likely that content regulations not only affected prices and

production in directly regulated markets, but also spilled over into unregulated markets as well.

The situation is complicated further by the fact that all refineries are multiproduct firms. Faced

with increased costs or competition in one product market, such as gasoline, refineries could

have responded by increasing relative production of other products, such as jet fuel. Accounting

for this cross-product adjustment margin is important for understanding the net costs of the

policy. It also precludes the use of difference-in-difference in estimation, as prices and quantities

in unregulated markets are nevertheless indirectly affected by changes in regulated markets.

I overcome these challenges, as well as the more fundamental challenge of costs not being

observed, by estimating a structural model of refinery decisions which directly incorporates

each of these dimensions. Employing methods first introduced by Rosse (1970), the empirical

approach is to estimate the costs of producing reformulated gasoline and low sulfur diesel by

1Scherr, Richard, G. Allan Smalley Jr., and Michael E. Norman. 5/27/1991. “Refining in the ’90s”, Oil &
Gas Journal. Accessed 10/14/2014.

2The refining industry is characterized by a relatively small number of firms and enormous barriers to entry,
making it a perennial concern for lawmakers and competition authorities (General Accounting Office, 2004;
Federal Trade Commission, 2004).

3Bulow et al. (1985) showed that, in oligopolistic settings, a firm’s actions in one market can change a
competitor’s strategies in a second market.
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comparing refiners’ willingness to supply gasoline and distillate across seemingly similarly prof-

itable situations before and after the regulation. I assume constant elasticity of demand and

static Cournot competition, and develop a multiproduct marginal cost function for each refinery.

The model is estimated using a rich, confidential database of refinery-level production decisions.

For every refinery in the United States, I observe detailed information on all product outputs,

crude inputs, and installed technology, by month, from 1986 to 2003. After recovering the cost

structure for the industry, simulate counterfactual market outcomes from with the CAA fuel

content regulations removed to estimate the impact on consumer welfare and refinery profits.

The main finding of the paper is that reformulated gasoline increased refinery costs by 7 cents

per gallon and low sulfur diesel increased costs by 3 cents per gallon on average, although these

costs varied considerably across refineries. I find that the demand for petroleum products at

the wholesale level is more elastic than would be surmised from end-user consumption patterns

alone. As a result, while refineries producing reformulated gasoline saw markups increase in

those markets, average refinery profits from 1995 to 2003 were 8 percent lower than they would

have been without content regulation. Contributing to this decline in profits was a reduction in

margins in conventional product markets, as refineries which found it difficult to produce the

new fuels reallocated output elsewhere. Thus, while consumers in regulated markets experienced

welfare losses on the order of $34 billion during this period, this loss was partially offset by gains

of $14 billion dollars among consumers in markets not subject to regulation.

To date, several papers have looked at the impact of gasoline content regulation.4 Mueh-

legger (2006) estimates the relationship between regional content regulations and gasoline price

spikes, finding that content regulation contributed to price spikes in California, Illinois and

Wisconsin. Brown et al. (2008) use detailed weekly wholesale price data from 1994 to 1998,

and compare prices across matched regulated and unregulated cities in the years immediately

before and after gasoline content regulations went into effect. They find that regulation in-

creased prices by 3 cents per gallon on average, but that this effect varied considerably across

cities depending on their degree of market isolation. Chakravorty et al. (2008) use data from

1995 to 2002 to estimate the impact of “boutique” gasoline standards on state-level wholesale

prices. They model differences in gasoline standards across states as being endogenous to the

concentration of refineries in each state, and find that OLS estimates understate the effect of

regulation on prices. This paper extends this literature by incorporating refinery-level data

and separately estimating costs and price effects. I show that costs vary significantly across

refineries, and directly relate this cost heterogeneity to changes in market power and markups.

This paper also contributes to a growing empirical literature at the intersection of industrial

organization and environmental economics (Millimet et al., 2009; Kellogg and Reguant, 2021).

4In addition to these papers, several authors have empirically studied the oil refining industry. Berman and
Bui (2001) find that productivity at refineries in Los Angeles increased during a period when they were subject
to stringent point source emission regulations. Considine (2001) describes a structural model of markup pricing
under joint production at refineries. Hastings and Gilbert (2005) find evidence of raising rivals costs after Tosco’s
acquisition of Unocal. Chesnes (2015) studies the impact of refinery outages on product prices and refinery
investment. Burkhardt (2019) studies the impact of the Renewable Fuel Standard on US oil refineries, and finds
that one response is to increase production of jet fuel.
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Ryan (2012) estimates a dynamic structural model of the Portland cement industry to assess

the impact of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments on that industry. He finds that focusing on

static prices and profits alone generates negative cost estimates, but that the sign is reversed

once changes in fixed costs are incorporated. In a subsequent paper, Fowlie et al. (2016) use

this model to assess the relationship between alternative carbon pricing policies and product

market distortions in this setting. They find that policies which fail to account for strategic firm

behavior generate social welfare losses. In this paper, I show that allowing for imperfect compe-

tition and accounting for strategic interdependence between markets is important understanding

the full effects of environmental regulation. Previous studies of the Clean Air Act leveraged

differences in regulation across markets to identify costs using difference-in-differences (Green-

stone, 2002). In this paper, I account for intra-country shifting by modeling refinery decisions

explicitly and then simulating policy counterfactuals to recover the net national effect of fuel

content regulations. The results highlight the importance of allowing for market spillovers, and

demonstrate how detailed firm-level data can be combined with assumptions about producer

behavior to recover regulatory impacts in settings where the program evaluation framework is

not applicable.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides a brief overview of the

refining industry and describes the relevant environmental regulation. Section 3 introduces and

summarizes the data. Section 4 develops a structural model of refinery behavior and describes

the estimation procedure. Section 5 presents the main results of the paper, and Section 6

concludes.

2 Institutional background

To provide intuition for the structural model specified below, in this section I give a brief

overview of the refining industry and relevant environmental regulation. A key feature of the

industry is that all refineries produce multiple products and production is an inherently joint

process. The efficiency of this process varies across refineries, driven by differences in crude oil

input quality and installed technology. Geography is also important, as pipelines are by far

the cheapest way to transport products, and every refinery is not connected to every state by

pipeline. This paper focuses on fuel content regulation, which mandated that certain drivers

purchase reformulated gasoline or low sulfur diesel. The share of local gasoline and distillate

markets covered under the regulation varied across states, and, due to the incompleteness of the

pipeline network, this meant that some refineries were more affected by the regulations than

others.

2.1 The oil refining industry

Refineries lie at the middle of the US transportation fuel supply chain (Figure 1). Crude oil is

extracted upstream, domestically or abroad, processed at a refinery, and then shipped out via

pipeline or barge to wholesale terminals, where it is distributed by truck for local consumption.
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Crude oil as it comes out of the ground is a mixture of different length hydrocarbons, ranging

from short hydrocarbons, which roughly correspond to butane and gasoline, to long hydrocar-

bons, which correspond to asphalt and tar. At the most basic level, oil refining consists of

separating crude into streams of differing densities using heat and a complex series of catalytic

processes. The “lighter” end products, which include gasoline, diesel and propane, are typically

of much higher value. So, all else equal, a refiner tries to maximize the amount of light outputs

produced from a given amount of crude oil.

Figure 1: Petroleum Product Supply Chain

The finished product mix obtainable from a barrel of crude oil is a function of the type

of crude that is used and the type of processing capital the refinery has installed. Crude

oil properties vary across oil fields, and are typically described by two characteristics, API

gravity and sulfur content. API gravity, denominated in degrees, is a measure of crude density,

which dictates the relative proportions of light and heavy oils that can be separated out during

simple distillation. Heavier crudes contain a relatively larger share of long hydrocarbons, which

translates into a larger share of heavy end products. Sulfur content, denominated in parts

per million (ppm), was historically of interest because it causes corrosion in metals and other

processing complications. More recently, environmental regulations have set caps on the amount

of sulfur end products can contain. Thus, light “sweet” (i.e. low sulfur) crudes, like West Texas

Intermediate (WTI), are typically the most valuable.

While API gravity and sulfur content map fairly directly into the proportions of refined

outputs obtained from simple distillation, modern refineries in the United States are much

more complex operations (Figure 2). It is therefore more useful to think of gravity and sulfur

content as determining the amount of processing necessary to transform a given type of crude

into a particular end product mix. The most basic refining technology is the distillation tower,

which separates crude into different density streams by slowly boiling it. These streams can
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then be sent through any number of secondary processes, collectively referred to as “upgrading”

capacity, which increase the yield of higher value light end-products. Finally, there are a host of

technologies that can be employed at the end of the process to remove pollutants and impurities.

From an environmental perspective, the most important of these processes is hydrotreating,

which removes sulfur. Refineries in the US range from simple “topping” operations, which do

not have any upgrading capacity and have light yields of less than 50 percent, to the most

complex refineries in the world, where the amount of upgrading capacity exceeds distillation

capacity and light yields routinely top 90 percent. However, even at the most sophisticated

operations, it is impossible to transform an entire barrel of crude into gasoline or diesel, making

refining an inherently joint production process.

Figure 2: Modern Refinery Configuration

The final important dimension of differentiation in the industry is geography. Figure 3

presents a map of refineries and refined product pipelines in the continental United States.

Historically, refineries were set up where crude oil was easily available. As a result, US refining

is relatively geographically concentrated and not particularly well correlated with the location of

end-users. This map actually understates the extent of regional concentration, as the refineries

in the Gulf Coast are much larger than other areas, giving this region almost 50 percent of total

US capacity. In order to balance the location of supply with demand, an extensive pipeline

distribution system evolved over the course of the 20th century to transport refined products to

local markets. These pipeline routes are typically unidirectional, with product generally flowing

north from refining centers to populations centers. There are two key points to note about this

pattern. East Coast refining capacity is only about a third of its consumption. As result, it

receives around 50 percent of its supply from the Gulf Coast and accounts for almost all of

the refined product imports in the US. On the opposite extreme, the West Coast is shielded

from European imports as well as domestic imports via pipeline from the rest of the country.

It therefore relies on refineries in the region for almost all of its consumption.
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Figure 3: Refinery and Pipeline Locations

2.2 Environmental regulation

The refining industry is one of the largest sources of air pollution in the United States, con-

tributing both directly through emissions generated during the refining process and indirectly

through the combustion of petroleum products at end sources. As a result, refineries have been

subjected to considerable environmental regulation over the last half century, stemming primar-

ily from the Clean Air Act of 1963 and subsequent amendments (Table 1). Direct emissions

were covered under regulations which placed increased oversight on polluting facilities located

in counties which did not meet newly established National Ambient Air Quality Standards

(NAAQS) (Greenstone, 2002). The 1970 Clean Air Act Amendments also targeted indirect

refinery emissions by permitting regulation of the chemical composition of refined petroleum

products. This authority was used to phase out lead in gasoline starting in 1975, and to reduce

volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and other ozone precursors by imposing Reid vapor pres-

sure (RVP) limits in summer months beginning in 1989.5 The 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments

(CAAA) marked the most significant regulation of indirect refinery emissions to date, requiring

oxygenate be added to gasoline in some markets and a new reformulated version of gasoline be

supplied in others, depending on the region and season.6 The CAAA also imposed strict sulfur

5Reid vapor pressure is a measure of the propensity of gasoline to evaporate. RVP regulation was implemented
in two phases, affecting summer months starting in 1989 and 1992. See Auffhammer and Kellogg (2011) for more
information on RVP regulation.

6See Muehlegger (2004) for a thorough review of gasoline content regulation.
In addition to these refinery specific programs, many refineries were also covered under New Source Review.

This program subjected large polluting facilities located in non-attainment areas to undergo additional regulatory
review before making investments or plant alterations. Approximately 70% of refining capacity was located in
regions that were out of attainment. Although this designation restricted investment opportunities, it did directly
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limits on highway diesel fuel.

Table 1: Summary of Environmental Regulation

Regulation Description Dates

RVP Limits
Limits on gasoline in summer months Phase 1: 1989 - 1991
(May 1 - September 15) Phase 2: 1992 -

present

Oxygenated Gasoline
Required oxygenate be blended into
gasoline
in severe CO non-attainment 1992 - present
counties (November - February)

Federal RFG
Content and performance limits on
gasoline

Phase 1: 1995 - 2000

in severe ozone non-attainment counties Phase 2: 2000 -
present

CARB Gas
Phase 1: 1992

RFG with additional restrictions for CA Phase 2: 3/96
Phase 3: 4/03

Low Sulfur Diesel Highway diesel capped at 500 (ppm) 10/93 - 6/06

Tier 2 Low Sulfur Gas Average gasoline sulfur content set to 30
ppm

Phased in: 2004 - 2006

Ultra Low Sulfur
Diesel

Highway diesel capped at 15 (ppm) Phase-in: 6/06 - 5/10
Binding 6/10

In this paper, I focus on reformulated gasoline (RFG) and low sulfur diesel (LSD) from 1994

to 2003. Of the regulations introduced by the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments, these were

the two that called for direct alterations to the refining process.7 In 1999, new sulfur limits

were announced for gasoline and highway diesel, which phased in starting in 2004 and 2006

respectively. These new programs allowed for flexibility in compliance. Specifically, firms could

average sulfur reductions across refineries, buy or sell excess reductions from other firms, and

bank early compliance for future credit. Unfortunately, actual sulfur content levels and modes

of compliance for each refinery are not publicly available.8 Incorporating this phase-in period

and flexibility requires a substantial extension to the model specified below, and is left for future

work.

2.2.1 Reformulated Gasoline

The 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments mandated the adoption of reformulated gasoline in nine

large metropolitan markets with severe ozone pollution. RFG is gasoline manufactured to

affect operations conditional on installed capital. In future work I plan to study the long run impacts of this
program on refinery investment by nesting the static profit structure estimated in this paper within a dynamic
refinery investment game.

7The other CAAA content regulation, oxygenated gasoline, simply involved blending in oxygenate at the end
of the refining process. This was often done by a third party downstream.

8A Freedom of Information Act request to obtain realized trades and compliance methods was denied by the
EPA.
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reduce the amount of smog forming particles and toxic pollutants released into the air during

combustion. The program was implemented in two phases, coming online in 1995 and 2000.

Both phases set minimum oxygenate levels of 2 percent and capped benzene levels at 1 percent

of volume. Phase I also required a 15 percent reduction in toxic air pollutants relative to

conventional gasoline, and this reduction was increased to 25 percent in Phase II. In addition to

these year round requirements, RFG imposed stricter VOC limits during summer ozone season

(June 1 - September 15), again mandating reductions of 15 and 25 percent in Phases I and II.

Finally, Phase II added a year round NOx requirement of 5.5 percent. While only nine areas

were required to use RFG, other areas with moderate ozone pollution were allowed to opt into

the program. Today, RFG is used in 17 states and the District of Columbia, making up 30

percent of US gasoline consumption (Figure 4). In March 1996, California and Arizona adopted

a more stringent version of RFG, called CARB gasoline, which imposed tighter seasonal VOC

limits and an 80 percent reduction in sulfur content.

Figure 4: Counties Requiring Reformulated Gasoline

In order to qualify as reformulated, gasoline had to meet specific composition and emission

performance criteria. Rather than an exact formula, there were many different ways to satisfy

the criteria, allowing refineries the flexibility to make different tradeoffs based on the economics

of their operations. As a result, producing RFG is not associated with any specific piece of

refinery equipment or characteristic, although, at a minimum, refineries had to reconfigure their

operations at the beginning of the program. For many refineries, the extent of reconfiguration

required was too costly, and they opted not to participate in this market.

2.2.2 Low Sulfur Diesel

In order to facilitate new particulate emissions standards on heavy duty diesel engines, the

CAAA capped the sulfur content of on-highway diesel at 500 ppm starting in October 1993.

Distillate fuel oil is a general classification of relatively heavier petroleum products used for
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domestic heating, industrial burners, and compression in ignition engines. Diesel fuel is distillate

fuel burned in diesel engines. “On-highway” diesel fuel is diesel fuel used by trucks and passenger

cars, whereas “off-highway” diesel is used in farms, construction, and marine vessels. Distillate

fuel oil is thus primarily categorized by end use, rather than physical properties. This distinction

is important, because the new distillate regulations imposed by the CAAA only applied to one

of these categories. Home heating oil and other similar distillates were not required to meet

the standard, which affected 46 percent of distillate demand, and around 8 percent of total

petroleum demand at the time of enactment. Although the delineation was not as stark as

RFG, there is still considerable heterogeneity in the fraction of distillate that was regulated

under the program across states, driven by differences in relative demand by end-use. Figure 5

presents a map with the each state’s share of distillate consumption that was low sulfur after

the regulation began. In the northeast, substantial amounts of distillate are used for home

heating oil, meaning that less than 50 percent of those markets were covered under the new

regulation.9 At the other extreme, in the southwest, over 90 percent of distillate sales after 1994

were highway diesel.

Figure 5: Share of Post-94 Distillate Sales that are Low-Sulfur

Producing this new low sulfur distillate was a significant achievement for refineries, as the na-

tional average sulfur content at the time was 3000 ppm (Lidderdale, 1993). In contrast to RFG,

LSD production was largely determined by the installed capacity of hydrotreating or “desul-

furization” capacity. According to Lidderdale (1993), refineries with catalytic hydrocracking

units may be able to reconfigure them to remove some sulfur, but, otherwise, LSD production

would be largely limited by desulfurization capacity. Smaller, less sophisticated refineries were

therefore particularly vulnerable to this regulation, and, in an effort to compensate for this,

were given SO2 credits for sulfur removed from diesel. California again adopted a slightly more

stringent version of the regulation, imposing a 10 percent aromatics limit on highway diesel in

9In other parts of the country, off-highway distillate is mainly used in farming equimpent or marine vessels.
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addition to the 500 ppm sulfur cap.

3 Data description and summary

In this section I describe and summarize the data obtained from EIA. Detailed input and

production data is observed for every refinery in the United States. Sales are observed at the

firm-product-state level, and the demand side of these transactions is primarily comprised of

intermediaries which reallocate products to end consumers. The sample is restricted to 124

large, non-specialty refineries, 20 of which exit between 1986 and 2003. There is considerable

variation in the level of participation in reformulated gasoline and low sulfur diesel markets

across these refineries, driven largely by geographic location. Despite this exogenous variation in

regulatory exposure, reduced form regressions of refinery RFG and LSD production on gasoline

and distillate productivity fail to identify any significant costs associated with these regulations.

3.1 Description of confidential EIA data

Through a confidential data request I obtained several data sets on refinery operations from the

Energy Information Administration (EIA), each described in appendix Table A.1. The main

data come from survey EIA-810, which contains monthly information on all inputs and outputs

for every refinery in the United States from 1986 to 2012. Importantly, gasoline is reported as

being conventional or reformulated, and distillate is broken out by sulfur level. The average API

gravity and sulfur content of crude inputs is also reported, along with the amount of distillation

capacity in operation at the start of each month. This monthly distillation capacity information

is supplemented with annual data from survey EIA-820, which records the capacity of every

refinery unit, including all upgrading and desulfurization capacity, at the start of each year.10

This refinery-level data is combined with several firm-level data sets. Survey EIA-782A is

a census of monthly state-level sales by every firm which owns a refinery in the United States.

Refiners report sales in the state where the transfer of title occurred, regardless of where that

product is ultimately consumed. Both the volume sold and the price are reported, broken out

by sales to end users (retail) and sales for resale (wholesale). Survey EIA-782C is a census of

all “prime suppliers”, which includes firms that own refineries as well as large importers and

marketers. 782C asks respondents to only report sales for which they are the final supplier into

a state and the fuel is going to be consumed within state. The 782C data does not contain price

and does not break volume sold into retail and wholesale.

The distinction between the 782A and 782C data is important for understanding the demand

system specified in this paper. Firms record 782A sales in the state where the transfer of product

occurred and 782C sales in the state where the product is ultimately consumed. In this sense,

the quantity reported on 782A reflects the total quantity demanded from refineries for transfer

in each state, while 782C reflects the quantity demanded by end-users in a given state from all

10EIA-820 was not collected in 1996 and 1998. For these years, I interpolate capacity for each refinery based
on the reported values from the adjacent years
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distributors.11 In this paper, I assume the relevant demand curve facing refineries is reflected

in the 782A data. There are several reasons for this. First, survey 782A records the location

and price of transactions where they occurred, and it is the price at and shipping costs to this

location, rather than where the purchaser ultimately transports the product, which presumably

matters to refineries. Second, the 782A data breaks sales down by retail and wholesale channels,

and I use this information in estimation below. Finally, as the purpose of the 782C data is to

measure state-level consumption, many transactions are excluded from the data in order to

avoid double counting.12

One major limitation of the data is that distribution is observed at the firm level, as opposed

to the refinery level. I attempt to overcome this by assuming that firms minimize transportation

costs when serving end markets. I obtained GIS maps of the US refined product pipeline system

and waterways suitable for petroleum transportation from EIA, along with GIS coordinates of

each refinery. Costs for transporting petroleum products by pipelines, barges and trucks of

2, 4.5 and 30 cents per gallon per thousand miles are taken from estimates presented before

the Federal Trade Commission in the 2002 conference on Factors Affecting Prices of Refined

Petroleum Products (see Federal Trade Commission (2006b), footnote 44). For each refinery, I

calculate the least cost method of serving each state. I then minimize each firm’s total cost of

meeting its observed state-level sales from the 782A data, subject to the observed 810 output

at each of its refineries.

The final confidential data set comes from survey EIA-14, which contains average crude oil

prices, including cost of delivery, at the firm-PADD-month level starting in 2004. For earlier

years I use predicted crude delivery price as a function of benchmark crude spot prices, re-

gion dummies, regional domestic crude first purchase prices, and crude prices binned by API

gravity (Appendix B). This confidential data is supplemented with annual state-level popula-

tion data from the Census Bureau, petroleum product taxes and vehicle registrations from the

Federal Highway Administration, and monthly weather data from the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration.

3.2 Summary Statistics

Table 2 presents refinery summary statistics from the data. The sample is restricted to a

pre period (1986-1992) and a post period (1995-2003). 1993 and 1994 are omitted because

LSD and RFG, respectively, appear in production data for months before they are tracked in

the consumption data, so price and destination are not observed. Refineries are grouped by

Petroleum Administration Defense Districts (PADDs), which is a commonly used geographic

aggregation dating back to World War II. Figure 6 provides a map of the regions, as well as a

proportional representation of the refineries in the sample. 220 refineries appear at some point

11In general, states with many refineries, located at key points in the pipeline network tend to have quantities
in 782A which exceed prime supplier volumes in 782C, whereas states that are net importers of refined products
the opposite is true. EIA (2009) discusses the differences between the surveys in great detail.

12For example, if a refinery sells product to a distributor who then resells it in another state, quantity from
this first transaction would not appear in the 782C data.
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in the data. Small refineries, with less than 10,000 barrels per day operating capacity, and

specialty refineries, with less than 50 percent light production, are excluded from the analysis.

Table 2: Summary Stats By Region

East Coast Midwest Gulf Coast Rockies West Coast

(PADD 1) (PADD 2) (PADD 3) (PADD 4) (PADD 5)

# Refineries

1986 11 30 47 16 20

1995 9 29 44 15 18

2003 9 24 40 15 16

Average Yields (%)

Gasoline 42.4 (7.9) 51.1 (6.) 45.0 (7.8) 44.5 (8.1) 43.0 (12)

Distillate 24.5 (4.7) 23.6 (6.9) 22.8 (6.8) 26.2 (4.9) 17.9 (7.1)

Jet Fuel 5.2 (4.6) 4.6 (4.5) 7.3 (5.5) 4.7 (4.2) 9.4 (7.2)

Capacity (KBbl/cd) 133 (69) 113 (83) 151 (119) 35 (16) 121 (76)

Upgrading Capacity (%) 50.8 (25) 49.7 (12) 58.0 (40) 42.6 (15) 67.2 (35)

API Gravity (degrees) 33.7 (5.1) 35.3 (4.6) 34.4 (6.) 35.5 (5.6) 26.2 (5.)

Crude Sulfur (%) 0.8 (0.7) 0.9 (0.6) 1.1 (0.8) 0.9 (0.8) 1.1 (0.3)

# Producing RFG 8 9 24 0 13

# Producing LSD 9 25 39 15 16

Wholesale Gasoline Prices

Pre-1993 Conventional 1.25 ( .15) 1.18 ( .16) 1.13 ( .15) 1.19 ( .17) 1.26 ( .16)

Post-1994 Conventional 1.01 ( .2) 1.02 ( .22) 0.96 ( .2) 1.11 ( .2) 1.15 ( .21)

Post-1994 Reformulated 1.13 ( .21) 1.17 ( .22) 1.03 ( .2) - - 1.23 ( .23)

Wholesale Distillate Prices

Pre-1993 High-Sulfur 1.06 ( .18) 1.06 ( .17) 1.01 ( .17) 1.12 ( .19) 1.05 ( .2)

Post-1994 High-Sulfur 0.90 ( .21) 0.93 ( .2) 0.85 ( .2) 1.03 ( .21) 0.95 ( .22)

Post-1994 Low-Sulfur 0.92 ( .21) 0.95 ( .21) 0.89 ( .2) 1.03 ( .21) 1.02 ( .21)

Notes: Sample restricted to refineries with more than 10KBbl/cd and at least 50% light yield. All prices in real
(2013) dollars per gallon.
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Figure 6: Refinery Size and Exits by PADD

Of the 124 refineries included in the sample, 9 exited between 1986 and 1995, and another

11 exited by 2003.13 Most of these exits represent the tail end of an industry restructuring

after deregulation. In 1981, the US removed domestic oil price controls, causing 101 relatively

small or inefficient refineries to exit the industry between 1981 and 1985. This trend of exits

continued, albeit at a much slower pace, through the 1990’s. Figure 7 reports the number

of operating refineries and total industry distillation capacity in each year. Although a large

number of refineries exited the industry, they were relatively small operations, and the amount

of operating capacity lost was more than offset by expansions at refineries that stayed. No

new refineries have been built in the US since the 1970’s. Despite this, market structure varies

substantially over the course of this period, driven by a wave of mergers and acquisitions in the

1990s (Table A.3).

13In four of these exits, the refinery was sold to a nearby refinery and integrated into that refinery’s operations.
Of the 11 refineries that exit post 1994, two in California and two Illinois produced RFG. The two in CA exited
in the summer of 1995, citing inability to comply with the stricter CARB phase II specifications (Federal Trade
Commission, 2006a). Premcor shut down its Illinois refineries in 2001 and 2002 citing high capital costs to meet
upcoming sulfur regulations.
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Figure 7: Distillation Capacity Changes

Figure 8 displays national price and quantity trends for gasoline and distillate during the

sample. Total gasoline volumes were relatively constant, while total distillate sales have been

trending upward since the late 1980’s due to increasing demand for highway diesel. Prices of

all products varied substantially over this time period, driven mainly by global crude price

movements (Chouinard and Perloff, 2007).

Turning back to the refinery summary statistics in Table 2, the average yields of gasoline,

distillate and jet fuel are 45 percent, 23 percent, and 6 percent respectively, with much more

variation across refineries within each region than across regions. The Gulf Coast has the largest

refineries, with an average ability to process 150,000 barrels of crude oil per day. The West Coast

has the most sophisticated refineries, with an average ratio of upgrading capacity to distillation

capacity of over 67 percent. The West Coast also uses the heaviest crude oil during this period,

while refineries in the Rocky Mountain region are both the smallest and the least sophisticated.

The next two rows in the table report the number of refineries in the sample that produce

RFG and LSD by region. Only 54 of the 111 refineries operating after 1994 produce reformulated

gasoline, whereas 104 refineries produce low sulfur diesel. On the intensive margin, there is

heterogeneity across refineries in the share of each regulated product produced (Figures 9a and

9b). As was discussed in Section 2.2, geography is a major determinant of market access in this

industry, and regions differed in how affected they were by content regulation. Table 3 formally

tests the extent to which this influenced refinery production of these newly created products.

The dependent variable in these regressions is the share of a refinery’s gasoline that is RFG,

the share of a refinery’s distillate production that is LSD, and the change in desulfurization

capacity between 1990 and 1996. The independent variable is the average share of RFG and

LSD post-1994 in states that each refinery was serving prior to 1990, when the regulations

15



Figure 8: Price and Quantity Trends

(a) Gas Sales (b) Gas Price

(c) Distillate Sales (d) Distillate Price
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Figure 9: Regulated product shares

(a) Average RFG Share by Refinery (b) Average LSD Share by Refinery

were announced. In all three regressions the share of a refinery’s pre-1990 markets which

were subsequently subject to CAAA content regulation significantly determines its post-1994

production shares of the new fuels.

Table 3: Geographic Determinants of RFG and LSD

Post 94 % RFG Post 94 % LSD ∆ Desulf Cap 90-96

% States Served Pre 1990 0.934∗∗∗ 1.341∗∗∗ 0.900∗∗∗

(0.0673) (0.421) (0.235)

N 122 122 121
F 192.5 10.14 14.70

Notes: The independent variable in each regression is the share of each refinery’s pre-1990 markets which subse-
quently became regulated post-1994. The dependent variable in the first two models is the share of each refinery’s
gasoline and distillate production which is regulated in the post period. The dependent variable in third column
is the change in desulfurization capacity per unit of distillation capacity.

The bottom section of Table 2 reports average wholesale prices for each product and region.

Conventional gasoline prices were higher on the coasts prior to the introduction of RFG. In the

post 1994 period, RFG prices were around 10 cents per gallon higher than conventional prices.

Low sulfur diesel was 6 cents per gallon more than high sulfur distillate in PADD 5, and only 1

cent per gallon more in PADD 4, which had the highest distillate prices to begin with. Appendix

Table A.1 reports average prices by state, along with the average Herfindahl–Hirschman Index

(HHI) for each market. The FTC generally considers markets with an HHI in excess of 0.15

to be moderately concentrated. At the state level, 11 gasoline and distillate markets met this

criterion in the pre period, and 16 conventional markets, 10 RFG markets, and 19 LSD and

HSD markets were above this threshold in the post period.
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3.3 Reduced form results

Before turning to the structural model, it is useful to look at the reduced form relationship

between RFG and LSD production and refinery productivity. There are two channels through

which the regulation could have affected operations: by altering the amount of gasoline or diesel

extracted from each barrel of crude, or by changing the amount of crude the refiner chose to

process. One measure of refinery productivity is therefore the ratio of gasoline or distillate

output to crude distillation capacity, which is the product of these two channels. Table 4

presents results from the following regression,

qijt/kit = βXit + αjθij + νp + µi + γt + ϵit (1)

Where qijt is the number of gallons of product j (i.e. gasoline or distillate) produced at

refinery i in month t, and k is installed monthly distillation capacity, denominated in gallons of

crude oil processable per month. θij is the fraction of gasoline or distillate that is reformulated

or low-sulfur respectively. νp is an indicator for the post-1994 period interacted with PADD

dummies, and µ and γ are refinery and time period fixed effects. X includes the installed

upgrading capacity and crude API gravity at each refinery each period.

Table 4: Impact of Content Regulation on Output

Average RFG % RFG % RFG % - IV

Gasoline Output / Capacity 0.0852∗∗∗ 0.0527∗ -0.0139
(0.0323) (0.0271) (0.0528)

N 18595 18595 18560

Average LSD % LSD % LSD % - IV

Distillate Output/ Capacity 0.0528∗∗∗ 0.0340∗∗∗ 0.0445∗∗∗

(0.0126) (0.00964) (0.0109)

N 18595 18595 18560

Notes: All regressions include API gravity, upgrading capacity for major downstream units, indicators for the
post-1994 period interacted with PADD dummies, and refinery and time dummies. The first stage F-stat for the
IV models is 13.48 for RFG and 74.11 for LSD. Standard errors are clustered at the refinery level.

Three separate specifications for θij are run for both gasoline and distillate. In the first

column, θij is the average RFG and LSD share for each refinery from 1995 to 2003 (Figures 9a

and 9b). A 10 percent increase in RFG or LSD shares is associated with 0.8 and 0.5 percent

higher yields of gasoline and diesel per unit of capacity. The second column uses monthly

variation in θij . Within-refinery deviations in RFG and LSD shares are again associated with

higher gasoline and distillate productivity. Of course, θij is chosen by the refinery, and could be

correlated with other refinery unobservables or with residual demand shocks to relative RFG

and LSD demand. The third column presents IV results where I instrument for θij using the

pre-1990 market share variable from Table 3 as well as gasoline and highway diesel taxes. The
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distillate regression also uses heating degrees days as an instrument, which should increase

relative demand for high-sulfur distillate. After instrumenting, the RFG coefficient is slightly

negative, but not significant, while the LSD coefficient is still large and significant. There does

not appear to be strong evidence that producing RFG or LSD reduces refinery productivity,

and, in the case of LSD, appears to increase the amount of distillate obtained from a given

capital stock and crude type.14

4 A model of refinery operations

In this section I develop a structural model of the refining industry that simultaneously incor-

porates joint production, capacity constraints, and imperfect competition.15

4.1 Structural model

Firms face a constant elasticity of demand curve for each product j and end market m:

lnQjm(α) = α0jm + αj ln pjm + ϵDjm (2)

Competition is assumed to take place at the wholesale level. In the 782A data, 87 percent

of gasoline sales and 83 percent of distillate sales are sales for resale. At this level, products are

essentially homogeneous. Although branded gasoline often contains additives which garner a

price premium at the pump, these are added at the wholesale terminal by the purchasing party.

When shipped, refined products of a particular type commingle, with purchasers often unaware

of which refinery the product was produced at.

Products are shipped to markets from refineries i at transportation costs τ , resulting in total

post-shipping revenues:

Revi(qi) =
∑
j

∑
m

(pjm(Qm)− τim)qijm (3)

These revenues are generated at the expense of a single centralized production cost for each

refinery:

Costi(qi, ci;β) =
∑
j

(βj + βjj
qij
c
)qij + (βc + pc)ci + f(

ci
ki
) (4)

The cost function has two components, product specific processing costs and general operating

costs. βj reflects the constant marginal cost of producing each product, while βjj represents the

14A log-log specification, rather than ratios, yields similar results, as does including PADD-year or PADD-time
dummies.

15Muehlegger (2006) estimates a marginal cost function for refined products, but assumes separable production
with perfect substitutability. Chesnes (2015) estimates a dynamic model of refinery investment, but assumes that
product yields are fixed across refineries and over time. As was shown in Table 2 and Figure 8, product yields
vary significantly across refineries and time periods.
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increasing difficulty of extracting higher yields for each product. In addition to these product

specific costs, for each gallon of crude c processed, the refinery pays constant marginal operating

costs βc, crude oil costs pc, and convex utilization costs f( ck ) , where k is the amount of installed

distillation capacity. Refineries report capacity as the number of gallons of crude processable

under “normal” operating conditions, rather than the maximum processable amount. As a

result, monthly utilization rates routinely exceed 100 percent, although the distribution drops

off sharply after that point (Figure 10).

Figure 10: Observed Utilization Rates

Content regulations RFG (r) and LSD (l) enter the cost function by shifting the product

specific marginal processing costs of gas and distillate, mcg and mcd,

mcir = βg + βgg
qig
ci

+ βr = mcig + βr (5)

mcil = βd + βdd
qid
ci

+ βl = mcid + βl (6)

Under this specification, βr and βl represent the dollar per gallon cost increase of RFG and

LSD relative to conventional gasoline and distillate.

As was discussed in Section 2.1, refining is an inherently joint production process. Operations

are centered around “production runs”, where a refinery sets the amount of each end product to

extract from each gallon of crude and then decides how much crude to process. Define the yield

of gasoline and distillate from a given gallon of crude as Y g =
qg
c and Y d = qd

c , and the share

of each that satisfies content restrictions as θr =
qr
qg

and θl =
ql
qd
. The cost function becomes,
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Costi(Yi, θi, ci;β) = ci

[
(βg + βggY

g
i + βrθir)Y

g
i + (βd + βddY

d
i + βlθil)Y

d
i + βoY

o
i

]
(7)

+ci(βc + pc) + f(
ci
ki
)

Where Y o = (1 − Y g − Y d) is the refinery’s outside option from increasing gasoline and

distillate yields, which includes the all other refined petroleum products, such as jet fuel, residual

fuel oil, asphalt and propane.

Firms are assumed to compete simultaneously in quantities. Combining equations (7) and

(3), and summing over all refineries If owned by firm f yields the firm’s optimization program:

Max{qijm,Yi,θi,ci}π =
∑
i∈If

Revi(qi)− Costi(Yi, θi, ci;β) (8)

s.t.
∑
m

qijm ≤ Y j
i ci∑

j

Y j
i = 1

Despite relaxing many assumptions made in the previous literature, the model is still lim-

ited in several respects. Vertical integration in either direction is not captured. Upstream, this

implies that firms are price takers in the crude oil market. Approximately 55 percent of refining

capacity in the sample is owned by independent refiners with no upstream operations. Down-

stream, the model assumes that each refinery’s incentive to supply a market is fully captured

in the wholesale price. In reality, some wholesale sales are going to parties the refiner has a

contractual obligation with, or that compete against its downstream arm.16 However, informa-

tion on these relationships is not available for all products or for the entire sample. Finally,

demand is assumed to be static, ignoring the demand side’s ability to smooth purchases across

time through storage and refineries’ consideration of inventories when setting quantities each

period (Borenstein and Shepard, 2002).

4.2 Estimation

Estimating equations are based on the first order conditions of (8). Two assumptions are made

to simplify the problem, which contains hundreds of first order conditions. First, for all products,

the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions imply that marginal revenue, net of shipping costs, must

be equal in expectation for all markets served by each refinery.

mrijm = pjm(1 +
sfjm
αj

)− τim =
∂Costi(Yi, θi, ci;β)

∂qij
∀qijm > 0 (9)

16Hastings and Gilbert (2005) find evidence that vertical integration had a significant impact on wholesale
gasoline prices following Tosco’s acquisition of Unocal’s West Coast assets in 1997.
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Where sfjm is firm f ’s market share and αj is the demand elasticity parameter from (2). Let

mrij be the expected marginal revenue of each product across all markets served by refinery i,

assuming optimal allocation.

Second, rather than working in fractions with constraints, I use the logit transformation to

convert yield choices into a continuous unbounded state space:

Y g =
eδg

1 + eδg + eδd
; Y d =

eδd

1 + eδg + eδd
(10)

Conceptually, δj can be thought of as encompassing all of the effort and resources a refinery

allocates towards producing product j. This specification also incorporates the inherent mul-

tiproduct nature of the process, by imposing the logit assumption that the effect of increased

effort towards product j is proportional to the yields of products j and k,

∂Y j

∂δj
= Y j(1− Y j) ;

∂Y k

∂δj
= −Y kY j

Incorporating these assumptions reduces the refiner’s problem to five choices variables for

each month: how much refining effort to direct towards gasoline and diesel (δg, δd), the share of

each to convert into RFG and LSD (θr, θl), and how many gallons of crude to process (c). Each

decision variable is assumed to have an associated private cost shock ϵS known to the refinery

at the time of production but unobserved to the econometrician. Under this formulation, the

cost function becomes,

Costi(δi, θi, ci;β) = ci

[
(βg + βggY

g
i + βrθir)Y

g
i + (βd + βddY

d
i + βlθil)Y

d
i + βoY

o
i

]
(11)

+ci(βc + Pc) + f(
ci
ki
) + ciϵ

S
ic + ki(δigϵ

S
ig + δidϵ

S
id + θirϵ

S
ir + θilϵ

S
il)

Each of the product specific cost shocks is assumed to enter additively and scale with capacity

across refineries. The interpretation here is that these shocks pertain to configuring the refinery

to generate a specific output mix each production run, but do not directly affect marginal crude

input decisions conditional on yields. Fixed costs are not identified in this model, and assumed

to be zero.17 Differentiating with respect to each choice variable yields five first order equations

to be estimated simultaneously:

17Unlike electric power generators, refineries always operate except for scheduled maintenance (every 3-5 years)
or an unscheduled disruption, such as a fire, which prohibits operation.
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(FOC1)
dπ

dδig
=

ci
ki

[
[mrig(1− θir) +mrirθir −mrio]Y

g
ig + [mrid(1− θil) +mrilθil −mrio]Y

d
ig

]
− ci
ki

[
(βg + βggY

g
i + βrθir)Y

g
ig + (βd + βddY

d
i + βlθil)Y

d
ig

]
− ϵSig = 0

(FOC2)
dπ

dδid
=

ci
ki

[
[mrig(1− θir) +mrirθir −mrio]Y

g
id + [mrid(1− θil) +mrilθil −mro]Y

d
id

]
− ci
ki

[
(βg + βggY

g
i + βrθir)Y

g
id + (βd + βddY

d
i + βlθil)Y

d
id

]
− ϵSid = 0

(FOC3)
dπ

dci
= [mrig(1− θir) +mrirθir −mrio]Y

g
i + [mrid(1− θil) +mrilθil −mrio]Y

d
i

+mrio − (βg + βggY
g
i + βrθir)Y

g
i − (βd + βddY

d
i + βlθil)Y

d
i

−βc − pc − f ′(
ci
ki
)− ϵSic = 0

(FOC4)
dπ

dθir
=

ci
ki
Y g
i [(mrir −mrig)− βr]− ϵSir = 0

(FOC5)
dπ

dθil
=

ci
ki
Y d
i [(mril −mrid)− βl]− ϵSil = 0

Where Y j
k = ∂Y j

∂δk
, and f ′( ck ) is the marginal utilization cost per gallon of crude processed.

Figure 11 provides a graphical representation of the firm’s problem. The top panel repre-

sents the yield choice facing the refiner. When choosing δg and δd, the marginal revenue from

increasing yields at a given crude level is equated to the marginal revenue of the outside op-

tion. Content regulations shift the intercept of the marginal net revenue curves for gasoline and

distillate by (Pr − Pg − βr) and (Pl − Pd − βl) respectively. The slope of the curves will also

change to the extent that market shares in regulated markets differ from unregulated markets.

The shaded gray area reflects the total marginal revenue gained at optimal yields Y ∗ for a given

level of crude inputs c. The second panel represents the refiner’s decision of how much crude

to process, where mr(Y ∗, c) indexes this optimal marginal revenue for every possible level of

operation. Refineries face increasing utilization costs as they approach capacity, while the price

of crude oil and other constant marginal costs shift the point at which these utilization costs

intersect marginal operating revenue.
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Figure 11: Refiner’s Problem
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All of the marginal cost intercepts are modeled as linear functions of refinery characteristics,

βj =
∑

i βjkXjki. For both gas and diesel, Xj includes a constant, API gravity and API gravity

squared, crude oil sulfur content, the ratio of upgrading capacity to distillation capacity, and the

interaction between API gravity and upgrading capacity. Xg also includes indicators for summer

months (May - September) post-1989 and 1992 to capture summer gasoline RVP restrictions.

βo includes the share of the outside option that is jet fuel, which is the most valuable product

not explicitly modeled here. All other products in the outside option are assumed to trade at

the price of residual fuel oil, which is a benchmark bottom of the barrel petroleum product

tracked in the EIA data. Operating costs βc are assumed to be zero, beyond refinery and time

fixed effects, and marginal utilization costs are modeled as a cubic B-spline with knots placed

at quartiles of the utilization distribution.
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LSD costs are modeled as follows,

βli = βl0 + βl1PctUpgrading + βl2PctDesulf + βl3PctDesulf2 + βl4Sulfur (12)

+βl5PctDesulf ∗ Sulfur + βl6API + βl7PctDesulf ∗API + βl8CA+ βl9SmallRefinery

Where PctUpgrading and PctDesulf are the ratios of installed upgrading and desulfuriza-

tion capacity to total distillation capacity, Sulfur is the sulfur content of crude oil, CA is an

indicator for the state of California, which imposed stricter diesel limits, and SmallRefinery

is an indicator for refineries eligible to receive SO2 credits for producing LSD.

As was discussed above, unlike LSD, RFG capability was not a function of any observable

refinery technology. I therefore estimate refinery-specific RFG costs,

βri = βr0i + βr1RFG1Summer + βr2RFG2 + βr3RFG2Summer (13)

+βr4CARB + βr5CARBSummer + βr6MTBE

Where βri is a refinery dummy for all refineries with positive RFG production, RFG1 and

RFG2 indicate the phases of the RFG program, and Summer indicates summer months, which

involved added restrictions. CARB indicates reformulated gasoline sold in California or Arizona

after March 1996, and MTBE is an indicator for whether the refinery was able to use MTBE

as an oxygenate in making RFG. For the early years of the program, MTBE was the preferred

mode of satisfying the oxygenate requirements of RFG. Beginning in the late 1990s, there was

increasing public concern that MTBE was in fact carcinogenic. In response to this, a number

of states banned MTBE between 2000 and 2006, at which point a federal ban was enacted

(Anderson and Elzinga 2012).

I estimate four demand functions from equation (2): gasoline demand, pre-1993 distillate,

post-1994 high sulfur distillate and low sulfur diesel.18 Each demand equation contains state-

month dummies to account for variations in seasonality and time dummies. These four equations

are estimated jointly with the supply side first order conditions, resulting nine equations and

errors ϵ = (ϵD, ϵS).

Estimation proceeds via 2-stage GMM by jointly minimizing E(ϵ′Z), where Z = {ZD, ZS}
is a set of instruments that are assumed to be uncorrelated with demand and supply errors

respectively (Hansen, 1982). ZD includes regional crude prices, regional refinery capacity con-

centration, and pipeline outages, which should be correlated with prices but unrelated to demand

shocks. ZS includes end-market population, weather, and fuel taxes, all of which shift demand

but should not alter refinery production costs. ZS also includes firm level capacity share, the

number of refineries operating in each region, and regional capacity concentration, which vary

considerably during the sample and shift the residual demand curve facing each refinery. Finally,

18Although distillate sales are broken out into diesel and fuel oil prior to 1993, Marion and Muehlegger (2008)
show demand for these two products was jointly determined, as diesel consumers sought to evade taxes by
purchasing untaxed distillate intended for off-highway use. Concurrent with the introduction of low sulfur diesel,
the government mandated that non-highway distillate be marked with a dye to prevent illegal sales.
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ZS also includes month dummies. Both gasoline and distillate exhibit considerable seasonality.

Figure 12 shows that while gasoline demand increases in the summer, distillate demand is rela-

tively higher in the winter. Figure 13 breaks distillate sales down further to reveal that highway

diesel demand is actually slightly higher in the summer, while demand for high sulfur distillate,

which is largely used for heating oil, is over twice as high in the winter compared to the summer.

This seasonal variation in relative demand helps pin down the convexity associated increasing

gasoline and distillate yields, as well as the costs of converting distillate into low-sulfur diesel.

Figure 12: Seasonality in Gasoline and Distillate Demand

Figure 13: Seasonality in Distillate Demand by Sulfur Content

All parameters enter the supply equations linearly, and ϵSg , ϵ
S
d , and ϵSc each contain refinery
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and year dummies. These equations therefore use two sources of variation to identify the costs of

content regulation. First, with refinery and year fixed effects, (FOC1-FOC3) compare refineries’

willingness to supply gas and distillate, and to operate, before and after content regulation. As

was discussed in section 2.2, refineries were differentially exposed to content regulation based

on their proximity to regulated markets. In addition to this cross-period comparison, equations

(FOC4-FOC5) compare refineries’ willingness to tradeoff between regulated and unregulated

products within a given month.

5 Results

This section presents the main results from the paper. Cost function estimation returns in-

tuitive coefficients on crude quality and refinery technology, and significant heterogeneity in

the marginal cost of producing RFG and LSD across refineries. Wholesale demand estimates

are more elastic than commonly studied end-use petroleum product demand elasticities, and

the precision of these estimates increases substantially when the supply side and demand side

are estimated simultaneously. In order to recover the industry equilibrium price and quantity

effects of content regulation, I simulate counterfactual market outcomes for the entire United

States with fuel content restrictions removed. Under this counterfactual, prices in RFG and

LSD markets are 6 and 3 percent lower on average, and prices in conventional gasoline and dis-

tillate markets are 2 and 1 percent higher. Although markups in RFG markets are higher with

the restrictions, refineries experience decreased profits on average due to decreased markups

and volumes on other products.

5.1 Cost function estimates

Cost function estimates are presented in Table 5. Model 1 uses wholesale prices in mrij for

all sales, and Model 2 uses a weighted average of wholesale prices and sales through company

owned retail outlets for each firm. As expected, using a higher quality crude (one with a high

API gravity and low sulfur content) is associated with lower costs of gasoline and distillate

production. Costs are also reduced by having more upgrading capacity, but the interaction

of these two is positive, reflecting the fact that higher quality crude needs less processing.

The slope coefficient on gasoline is slightly higher than for distillate, with both positive and

significant, reflecting the fact that it is costly to increase product yields conditional on capital

and crude quality. Jet fuel is estimated to cost 37 cents per gallon more than the outside option.

Utilization costs are estimated to be essentially flat over the most of the distribution, increasing

sharply once a refinery’s crude inputs exceeds 100 percent of installed capacity. In Model 2,

retail sales of gasoline and distillate have an effect equivalent to increasing marginal costs by 16

and 4 cents per gallon respectively, although this includes both retailing costs and the average

marginal profit from retailing.
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Table 5: Cost Function Estimates

Model 1 Model 2

Gasoline Est SE Est SE

Constant 0.379 (0.051) 0.582 (0.059)

API Gravity 0.176 (0.234) -1.026 (0.273)

API Gravity^2 -1.243 (0.310) 0.233 (0.352)

% Upgrading -0.181 (0.039) -0.311 (0.044)

% Upgrading * API 0.480 (0.120) 0.913 (0.132)

Crude Sulfur -0.003 (0.002) -0.003 (0.002)

% Retail 0.161 (0.004)

RVP 1989 0.084 (0.004) 0.087 (0.004)

RVP 1992 -0.005 (0.003) -0.002 (0.003)

Yield 0.147 (0.017) 0.137 (0.017)

Distillate

Constant 0.241 (0.053) 0.415 (0.054)

API Gravity 0.706 (0.233) -0.303 (0.240)

API Gravity^2 -1.536 (0.305) -0.137 (0.314)

% Upgrading -0.048 (0.037) -0.132 (0.038)

% Upgrading * API 0.064 (0.112) 0.303 (0.114)

Crude Sulfur 0.007 (0.002) 0.001 (0.002)

% Retail 0.043 (0.002)

Yield 0.092 (0.021) 0.087 (0.022)

Other

Jet fuel 0.376 (0.009) 0.373 (0.009)

Utilization = .85 -0.209 (0.040) -0.083 (0.036)

Utilization = .94 -0.166 (0.036) -0.060 (0.032)

Utilization = .99 -0.165 (0.037) -0.055 (0.033)

Utilization = 1.2 0.106 (0.049) 0.164 (0.047)

Regulation Costs

Average RFG Cost 0.096 (0.008) 0.071 (0.009)

Average LSD Cost 0.029 (0.004) 0.033 (0.004)

Elasticities

Gasoline 1.61 (0.040) 1.32 (0.032)

Pre-94 Dist 2.00 (0.082) 2.05 (0.092)

HSD 3.18 (0.100) 4.34 (0.208)

LSD 2.09 (0.074) 2.22 (0.089)

Psuedo R2

Gasoline Moment 0.66 0.67

Distillate Moment 0.62 0.61

Crude Moment 0.63 0.67

RFG Moment -0.03 0.15

LSD Moment -0.06 -0.06

Gasoline Demand 0.87 0.88

HSD Demand Pre-94 0.92 0.92

HSD Demand Post-94 0.83 0.82

LSD Demand 0.94 0.94

Notes: All models contain 20,227 observations. The first three moments (FOC1-FOC3) contain refinery dummies
and year dummies. All demand equations contain state-month dummies and time dummies. Robust standard
errors presented.
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Table 6 presents the estimated costs of RFG and LSD in detail, along with projected costs

from the EPA and the National Petroleum Council.19 The average intercept βr0i across the

54 refineries which produced RFG during the sample is 12.3 and 9.3 cents per gallon in the

models excluding and including retail prices. Phase I summer restrictions are not estimated

to significantly increase RFG costs beyond nationwide summer RVP limits. Costs are actually

estimated to be slightly lower during Phase II, although the summer component of Phase II,

which was the most stringent addition, is large and significant. Summer restrictions in California

increase costs by a similar amount. The inability to use MTBE is found to substantially increase

RFG costs by 3.6 to 3.8 cents per gallon. In combination, the results indicate that RFG was 7.1

to 9.6 cents per gallon more expensive than conventional gasoline on average. When weighted

by quantity of RFG produced, the implied increase in refining costs is 6.2 to 8.0 cents per gallon.

All but the unweighted Model 1 estimates fall within the range predicted by EPA, and below

that predicted by the NPC. Figure 14 plots the average RFG cost for each refinery with positive

RFG production in the sample. Each point is a refinery, and they are sorted by cost. The cost

estimates vary considerably across refineries, ranging from -2.7 cents per gallon all the way up

to 23 cents per gallon, 16 cents higher than the mean.

19The NPC is a federal advisory committee to the Secretary of Energy made up of petroleum industry exec-
utives. The purpose of the NPC is to advise and make recommendations to the Secretary of Energy (Federal
Trade Commission, 2006a).
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Table 6: Content Regulation Costs

Model 1 Model 2

Reformulated Gasoline Est SE Est SE

Constant 12.3 (0.48) 9.3 (0.56)

RFG 1 Summer -0.7 (0.33) 0.0 (0.36)

RFG 2 -1.7 (0.12) -0.7 (0.15)

RFG 2 Summer 3.5 (0.24) 3.1 (0.29)

CARB -0.6 (0.59) 0.7 (0.68)

CARB Summer 4.6 (0.36) 3.4 (0.41)

MTBE -3.6 (0.25) -3.8 (0.29)

Average RFG Cost 9.6 (0.80) 7.1 (0.93)

Wgt. Avg. RFG cost 8.0 6.2

EPA Estimates

Phase 1 4.8-7.8

Phase 2 8.6

NPC Estimates

Phase 1 8.6

Phase 2 11.5

Low Sulfur Diesel 

Constant 2.3 (1.27) 0.7 (1.43)

Upgrading Capacity -0.4 (0.30) -2.8 (0.35)

% Desulfurization 3.8 (2.03) 7.2 (2.29)

% Desulfurization ^ 2 1.3 (0.60) 1.1 (0.63)

Crude Sulfur 0.7 (0.24) 1.1 (0.27)

% Desulfurization * Sulfur -1.9 (0.33) -2.1 (0.38)

API Gravity 11.9 (2.93) 17.2 (3.38)

% Desulfurization * API -28.9 (4.05) -32.8 (4.67)

CA 2.4 (0.26) 2.4 (0.28)

Small Refinery 1.1 (0.15) 1.5 (0.17)

Average LSD Cost 2.9 (0.36) 3.3 (0.42)

Wgt. Avg. LSD cost 2.2 2.6

EPA Estimate 4.3

NPC Estimate 6.8

Notes: Sources: EPA (1990, 1993), NPC (1993). All costs in real (2013) cents per gallon.

Turning to diesel, for a large refinery with no desulfurization capacity, LSD is estimated

to cost 7.2 and 6.5 cents per gallon more than high-sulfur distillate depending on whether or

not retail is included. At average desulfurization capacity levels, costs are reduced considerably

to 2.9 and 3.3 cents per gallon respectively. While the intercept on desulfurization capacity is

positive, the interaction with crude sulfur content and API gravity is negative, indicating that

the technology reduced costs primarily by allowing refineries to process light high-sulfur crudes

into low sulfur diesel. California’s aromatics restriction was estimated to add an additional

2.4 cents per gallon to LSD costs in both models. Although small refineries gained valuable
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Figure 14: RFG Cost Distribution

SO2 permits for making LSD, their costs are still estimated to be 1.1 to 1.5 cents higher than

larger refineries. Presumably actual costs at these facilities are much higher. When weighted by

quantity of LSD produced, the average compliance cost during the sample is estimated to be a

modest 2.2 to 2.6 cents per gallon, slightly lower than estimated by EPA, and less than half what

was predicted by the NPC. One reason variable costs were so low was because refineries invested

heavily in desulfurization capacity after the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments were passed. The

costs of these investments are estimated in Chapter 2. Figure 15 plots the average LSD cost for

each refinery, sorted by cost. Similar to RFG, costs vary considerably across refineries, ranging

from from 0 to 10 cents per gallon, or 7 cents higher than the mean.

5.2 Demand estimates

Demand elasticity results are presented in Table 7. For comparison purposes, Equation (2)

was estimated independent of the supply side (i.e. “offline”) as well as jointly. Offline OLS

results are presented first, and reveal wholesale demand to be fairly inelastic, particularly for

gasoline. There is reason to believe OLS price coefficients will be biased towards zero for

petroleum products (Davis and Kilian, 2011). However, as is well documented in the literature,

it is difficult to come up with valid instruments for price at the state level that have sufficient

power. The third row of the table presents offline IV estimates, where regional domestic crude

prices, refinery concentration, and pipeline outages were used as instruments. Only the gasoline

regressions have sufficient power in the first stage, possibly due to the larger sample. For three

of the four products, the IV point estimates are more elastic than OLS, but the standard errors

increase dramatically, meaning that only the gasoline elasticity is statistically distinguishable

from zero. The final row of the table presents the results from jointly estimating the demand
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Figure 15: LSD Cost Distribution

and the supply sides. Demand is estimated to be much more elastic than the offline results

would suggest, although the joint estimates all lie within the 95 percent confidence intervals of

the IV estimates.20 High sulfur distillate demand post regulation is estimated to be the most

elastic and gasoline the least.

Table 7: Demand Estimates

Gasoline All Distillate
High Sulfur 

Distillate

Low Sulfur 

Diesel

Years 1986-2003 1986-1993 1994-2003 1994-2003

Uninstrumented 0.569 0.790 0.852 0.756

(0.163) (0.177) (0.149) (0.248)

Instrumented 1.119 0.425 1.157 1.268

(0.371) (1.326) (2.430) (0.910)

First Stage F-stat 25.35 4.35 11.56 8.5

Joint Estimates 1.324 2.046 4.335 2.219

(0.032) (0.092) (0.208) (0.089)

Notes: All regressions contain state-month and time dummies. Standard errors in parentheses. Offline regressions
clustered at state level. Joint standard errors are robust.

20Other industrial organization papers have found supply side moments helpful in pinning down demand
elasticities. For example, Berry et al. (1995).
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For each product, the estimated wholesale price elasticities are substantially larger than

more commonly reported end-use demand elasticities. For example, Li et al. (2014) estimate

state-level end-use gasoline demand elasticities ranging from 0.109 to 0.365. However, if that

were the relevant demand curve facing refineries, it would be difficult to reconcile such inelastic

demand with observed markups. In the EIA-782 data, state-level market shares of 30 percent

are not uncommon. At that level, even a relatively high end-use elasticity of 0.3 would imply

Lerner markups of 100 percent above marginal costs. Yet wholesale gasoline prices are only 40

percent higher than WTI crude spot prices on average during this period. Thus, even ignoring

processing costs and the fact that gasoline yields per gallon of crude are less than one, markups,

at least in a quantity setting model, appear much too low to rationalize commonly reported

end-use elasticities. Instead, the estimates in Table 7 suggest that the demand curve facing

refineries, which is comprised of logistics firms and large intermediaries capable of storage, is

fairly elastic.

5.3 Counterfactuals

Having recovered the cost structure of the industry and the additional costs of producing RFG

and LSD, I simulated counterfactual market outcomes with these policies removed.21 Simula-

tion of the full model would involve solving simultaneous equilibrium in every state for every

product, which was not computationally feasible. I therefore aggregated end-markets into 9

regional markets broadly reflective of pipeline patterns and refinery concentration. A map of

the simulation regions is provided in Figure 16. Moving from state-level to region-level demand

results in a minor loss of fidelity between the baseline simulated prices and observed prices in

sample. The difference between the two series is less than 2 percent on average, with an R2

of 0.983. All counterfactual results therefore compare simulated counterfactual results against

simulated baseline results.22

Table 8 presents the price results. All differences presented are the baseline outcomes under

the regulation minus the outcomes with the policies removed. Gasoline prices in RFG areas are

6 to 8.2 cents per gallon higher than they would have been if those regions could have purchased

conventional gasoline. However, from a national perspective, these price increases are partially

offset by decreased prices in conventional gasoline markets, as refineries that found it costly

to produce RFG reallocated supply towards unregulated markets. This reallocation had the

largest price effect on the West Coast, where RFG made up over 80 percent of total gasoline

demand and shipment to other conventional markets was not economical. Overall, the net effect

on US gasoline consumers is $14 billion over the 9 year sample.

21Simulations carried out in AMPL using the PATH complementarity problem solver of Steven Dirske, Michael
C. Ferris and Todd Munson, available at http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/∼ferris/path.html.

22Multiple equilibria may be possible. In order to check for this, I randomly selected 50 baseline periods and
simulated equilibria for each from 10 separate starting points. In every case all 10 runs converged to the same
point, suggesting that multiplicity of equilibria is not a concern in this setting.
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Figure 16: Simulation Regions

Table 8: Counterfactual Results

Gasoline Price Changes

Reformulated Conventional

Region c/gal % Surplus ($M) c/gal % Surplus ($M)

New England 6.0 5.3% -2,210 -2.0 -1.8% 85 5.7

Mid-Atlantic 6.5 5.9% -7,772 -1.5 -1.5% 1,115 5.4

Southeast - - - -1.1 -1.1% 2,293

Midwest - East 8.2 7.2% -3,811 -1.4 -1.4% 2,510 5.7

Midwest - West - - - -1.2 -1.1% 720

South 6.3 5.8% -2,617 -1.2 -1.2% 1,914 4.5

Rocky Mountain - - - -1.5 -1.4% 590

West Coast 7.0 5.4% -9,241 -3.7 -3.4% 973 5.9

Northwest - - - -3.4 -3.0% 1,286

Total -25,651 11,486

Distillate Price Changes

Highway Diesel Non-Highway Distillate

Region c/gal % Surplus ($M) c/gal % Surplus ($M)

New England 2.6 2.6% -126 -0.9 -1.0% 98 2.3

Mid-Atlantic 2.3 2.4% -855 -1.3 -1.4% 619 2.4

Southeast 2.5 2.6% -1,164 -1.3 -1.4% 258 2.7

Midwest - East 2.5 2.6% -1,410 -1.2 -1.4% 337 2.5

Midwest - West 2.7 2.8% -704 -1.1 -1.2% 87 1.8

South 2.4 2.5% -1,716 -1.4 -1.6% 478 2.7

Rocky Mountain 2.5 2.5% -439 -2.8 -2.9% 121 4.0

West Coast 3.4 3.2% -1,267 -5.7 -6.4% 132 4.2

Northwest 2.7 2.7% -276 -0.7 -0.8% 44 3.3

Total -7,957 2,172

Average Cost 

Increase (c/gal)

Average Cost 

Increase (c/gal)

Notes: All numbers presented are changes relative to the counterfactual where content restrictions are removed
(for example, refinery profits per gallon with RFG and LSD in place minus profits in a world with no content
restrictions). The last column reports the average incremental cost of producing RFG and LSD relative to
conventional gasoline and distillate at refineries serving each region.
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Turning to distillate markets, price changes in highway diesel markets are pretty uniform

across the country, increasing by about 2.3 to 3.4 cents per gallon. The largest prices increases

were on the West Coast, where California required a more costly form of highway diesel. Similar

to RFG, LSD restrictions drive down the price of high sulfur distillate, partially offsetting the

total cost of the policy. In combination, the net effect on distillate consumers was $6 billion in

lost consumption.

The last column reports the average increase in marginal costs at refineries supplying each

RFG and LSD market. In each region, RFG market prices increase by more than costs, with

average markup increases ranging from 0.3 to 2.5 cents per gallon. For LSD, costs increase

by more than prices for 6 of the 9 markets, indicating that LSD reduced distillate margins on

average. Table 9 presents the combined impact on refineries by PADD. Profits decline by 0.45

cents per gallon on average. Refineries in the Gulf Coast are least affected, having relatively

low costs of producing RFG and LSD and access to the most end markets. PADD 4 refineries

experience the biggest decline in profits, as these refineries are the least sophisticated and also

serve the Northwest, which saw relatively larger declines in conventional gasoline prices. In

sum, profits were $10 billion lower than they would have been without content regulation, an 8

percent reduction.

Table 9: Counterfactual Results - Refinery Profits

Padd Region c/gal ($M) %

1 East Coast -0.79 -1,646 -12.1

2 Midwest -0.60 -3,070 -9.4

3 Gulf Coast -0.24 -2,399 -5.1

4 Rocky Mountain -1.48 -1,107 -24.8

5 West Coast -0.45 -1,475 -7.4

Total -0.45 -9,696 -8.2

Notes: All numbers presented are changes relative to the counterfactual where content restrictions are removed
(for example, refinery profits per gallon with RFG and LSD in place minus profits in a world with no content
restrictions).

For RFG, the estimated price increases can be compared to previous estimates from the

literature.23 Brown et al. (2008) estimate RFG price effects using an unweighted average of

unbranded weekly city-level wholesale gasoline prices from 1994 to 1998. Their estimates range

from -1.7 to 10.1 cents per gallon across cities, with a mean of 4.1.24 The estimated price

increase for RFG regions in this paper during the same period ranges from 5.7 to 7.6 cents per

gallon. Although these estimates falls within the range estimated by Brown, the mean is slightly

23As far as I am aware, no other studies have estimated the price impact of low sulfur diesel.
24Estimates, taken from Table 8 and average from Table 5 in Brown et al. (2008). Results in that paper were

reported in nominal dollars, and are converted here to 2013 dollars to match the estimates in this paper.
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higher.25 Using state level data and a three stage least squares approach that instruments for

the size of each state’s RFG market, Chakravorty et al. (2008) find that moving from zero to

100 percent RFG would increase a state’s wholesale gasoline prices by 15.1 percent (16 cents

per gallon on average).

5.4 Discussion

In Table 4, reduced form productivity regressions showed that, if anything, RFG and LSD

were associated with increases in gasoline and distillate output per unit of capacity during

the sample. However, by explicitly accounting for changes in operating incentives across time,

structural estimation recovered large statistically significant marginal cost increases associated

with producing these products. Simulation sheds additional light on what’s going on here,

revealing that refineries which found it costly to produce RFG and LSD were not only excluded

from these markets, but also experienced lower margins in conventional markets.

The policy counterfactuals also highlight the importance of accounting for interactions be-

tween regulated and unregulated markets when estimating the costs of environmental regulation.

Previous reduced-form studies of the Clean Air Act have implicitly calculated the gross effect

of regulation on regulated versus unregulated areas or firms, leaving the net impact ambiguous.

One such paper, Greenstone (2002), summarizes the importance of this distinction,

It would be informative if the estimated regulation effects could be used to determine
how much production (and employment) was shifted abroad as a result of the non-
attainment designations. This would provide one measure of the national costs of
these regulations. Unfortunately, such a calculation is not possible because it cannot
be determined whether the lost activity in non-attainment counties moved to foreign
countries or attainment counties. Since it is likely that the regulation effects par-
tially reflect some shifting of manufacturing activity within the United States, they
probably overstate the national loss of activity due to the non-attainment designa-
tions. Moreover, the possibility of intra-country shifting means that the regulation
effects are also likely to overstate losses in non-attainment counties. The reason is
that the identification strategy relies on comparisons between non-attainment and
attainment counties, which leads to ‘double counting’ when production is moved
from a non-attainment county to an attainment one.

In this paper, I find that if reformulated gasoline and low sulfur diesel restrictions were removed,

approximately one third of the consumption surplus gained by consumers in those markets would

be offset by decreased surplus in conventional gasoline and distillate markets.

Although the focus of this paper has been on the costs of fuel content regulation, it is

important to relate them to the benefits of these programs. EPA predicted that RFG Phase I

25There are several possible reasons for this. With city level data, Brown et al. (2008) are able to pick up
within-state variation that is not captured in the EIA data. To the extent that RFG areas within a state had
higher prices to begin with, state-level data could overstate the price change associated with the shift to RFG.
Another difference is that their price data is one step further downstream from the demand curve estimated in
this paper. Their data includes resellers and marketers, as well as refineries. Finally, Brown et al. (2008) do not
have quantity information, and therefore use a straight average. If sellers with low volumes also changed their
prices less, then this stickiness would bias estimates of the average price effects downwards.
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and II would reduce smog-causing pollution and toxics by 17 percent and 22 percent respectively

compared to conventional gasoline, resulting in emissions reductions of 64,000 and 105,000 tons

per year (United States Environmental Protection Agency, 1999). However, subsequent study

has called into question whether any ozone benefits actually materialized. Auffhammer and

Kellogg (2011) use detailed pollution monitor data to study changes in ozone concentrations

around the programmatic and seasonal fuel restriction changes. They find no evidence that RVP

regulations or federal reformulated gasoline improved ground level ozone. They do, however,

find economically and statistically significant improvements in California, where stricter limits

were placed on how refineries could comply with the regulation.

As far as I am aware there has been no retrospective empirical study of the benefits of the

low sulfur diesel program specifically. Assuming that the pre-1990 diesel sulfur content levels

would have persisted in the absence of this policy, the move to LSD represents an 80 percent

reduction in sulfur emissions from diesel, which would correspond to a 1 to 2 percent reduction

in national SO2 emissions during this period. It is estimated that approximately 12 percent

of urban sulfur dioxide emissions are converted to particulate matter (PM) in the atmosphere.

Retrospective reviews of the costs and benefits of the Clean Air Act by EPA found that benefits

exceeded the costs by an order of magnitude, with most of the benefits attributed to reductions

in premature mortality due to reductions in ambient PM (Aldy et al., 2022). Low sulfur diesel

was implemented concurrent with several other programs targeting PM, as well as regulations

on heavy duty truck engines, and a full calculation of the additional gains from LSD specifically

is beyond the scope of this paper. However, the relatively modest costs of low sulfur diesel

estimated here suggest that if even a small percentage of realized PM reductions during this

time frame are attributable to this program, then those benefits alone would far outweigh the

costs for this policy.

6 Conclusion

I estimate the impact of fuel content regulations imposed by the 1990 Clean Air Act Amend-

ments on the US oil refining industry. In doing so, I account for the existence of spillovers

between regulated and unregulated markets and imperfect competition. I find that reformu-

lated gasoline increased production costs by 7 cents per gallon on average, and that low sulfur

diesel increased costs by 3 cents. These costs varied significantly across refineries, resulting in

gains for some refineries, particularly those able to cheaply produce RFG. I also find that the

demand curve facing refineries is significantly more elastic than would be gathered from looking

at end-use consumer price responsiveness alone. As a result, operating profits were 8 percent

lower from 1995 to 2003 than they would have been absent the policy26. These cost increases

translated to consumer surplus losses of $2.85 billion and $884 million per year in RFG and

LSD markets. However, these losses were partially offset by consumer surplus gains of $1.28
26This decline in profits only includes operating profit changes. The fixed costs associated with the low sulfur

diesel program are estimated in Chapter 2
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billion and $240 million in non-regulated markets as refineries reallocated production.

This paper has only considered reformulated gasoline and low sulfur diesel standards as

they were actually implemented. However, the wide heterogeneity in refinery productivity and

compliance costs estimated here suggest that, when feasible, incentive-based regulation could

substantially increase cost-effectiveness in this industry. Although RFG is probably not con-

ducive to a market based approach, such as cap and trade, given the steep damages associated

with local ozone concentrations, subsequent sulfur regulations and pending carbon dioxide reg-

ulations appear ideal candidates.

Finally, this paper has primarily focused on the static costs of content regulation, taking

capacity investments, mergers and acquisitions as given. Yet the relatively large profit impacts

estimated above are likely to have also affected investment decisions and potentially even expe-

dited closures. Understanding the dynamic implications of fuel content regulation, such as its

impact on long run industry concentration and point source refinery emissions, is an interesting

topic for future research.
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Appendix A Appendix A: Data Appendix

Table A.1: Description of EIA Data

Survey Dates Description

Monthly Refinery
Report (EIA-810)

1986-2012 Collects information regarding the balance between the
supply (beginning stocks, receipts, and production) and
disposition (inputs, shipments, fuel use and losses, and
ending stocks) of crude oil and refined products located at
refineries.

Annual Refinery
Report (EIA-820)

1986-1995
1997

1999-2012

Collects data on: fuel, electricity, and steam purchased for
consumption at the refinery; refinery receipts of crude oil by
method of transportation; current and projected capacities
for atmospheric crude oil distillation, downstream charge,
and production capacities.

Refiners’ Monthly
Cost Report
(EIA-14)

2002-2012 Collects data on the weighted cost of crude oil at the
regional Petroleum for Administration Defense District
(PADD) level at which the crude oil is booked into a
refinery.

Refiners’/Gas
Plant Operators’
Monthly
Petroleum
Product Sales
Report
(EIA-782A)

1986-2012 Price and volume data at the State level for 14 petroleum
products for various retail and wholesale marketing
categories are reported by the universe of refiners and gas
plant operators

Monthly Report of
Prime Supplier
Sales of Petroleum
Products Sold for
Local
Consumption
(EIA-782C)

1986-1990
1992-2012

Prime supplier sales of selected petroleum products into the
local markets of ultimate consumption are reported by
refiners, gas plant operators, importers, petroleum product
resellers, and petroleum product retailers that produce,
import, or transport product across State boundaries and
local marketing areas and sell the product to local
distributors, local retailers, or end users.

Notes: Additional information as well as the survey forms for each dataset available at
http://www.eia.gov/survey/.
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Gasoline Distillate

Pre-1993 1995-2003 Pre-1993 1995-2003

Conventional Conventional Reformulated High Sulfur High Sulfur Low Sulfur

State Price HHI Price HHI Price HHI Price HHI Price HHI Price HHI

Padd 1 - East Coast

CT 1.35 0.14 0.92 1.00 1.09 0.20 0.91 0.28 0.94 0.21 0.40 0.03

DC 1.42 0.31 0.00 0.00 1.07 0.46 0.88 0.81 1.03 0.38 0.48 0.11

DE 1.25 0.21 0.00 0.00 1.04 0.79 0.91 0.77 0.93 0.63 0.66 0.02

FL 1.24 0.07 1.04 0.11 1.06 0.10 0.90 0.14 0.93 0.11 0.70 0.03

GA 1.18 0.07 1.00 0.12 1.04 0.08 0.89 0.15 0.91 0.11 0.76 0.02

MA 1.34 0.15 0.80 0.93 1.09 0.22 0.90 0.28 0.95 0.23 0.37 0.05

MD 1.34 0.13 1.00 0.14 1.00 0.14 0.90 0.14 1.08 0.12 0.89 0.21 0.94 0.15 0.56 0.04

ME 1.23 0.20 1.02 0.25 1.02 0.25 0.24 -0.01 1.09 0.23 0.91 0.31 0.96 0.30 0.36 0.04

NC 1.17 0.08 0.99 0.12 1.04 0.09 0.89 0.11 0.91 0.13 0.66 0.02

NH 1.34 0.22 1.04 0.45 1.04 0.45 0.87 0.11 1.10 0.31 0.91 0.61 0.98 0.43 0.45 0.06

NJ 1.27 0.10 0.92 0.31 0.92 0.31 0.90 0.19 1.05 0.11 0.88 0.17 0.91 0.17 0.37 0.03

NY 1.35 0.14 1.03 0.20 1.03 0.20 0.51 0.18 1.09 0.12 0.92 0.16 0.96 0.16 0.34 0.04

PA 1.21 0.11 1.01 0.12 1.01 0.12 0.26 0.11 1.07 0.10 0.90 0.26 0.93 0.20 0.53 0.02

RI 1.31 0.16 0.89 1.00 1.08 0.34 0.91 0.32 0.95 0.38 0.35 0.04

SC 1.17 0.08 0.99 0.11 1.05 0.10 0.90 0.15 0.91 0.12 0.73 0.01

VA 1.23 0.08 0.98 0.12 0.98 0.12 0.57 0.14 1.05 0.08 0.89 0.12 0.92 0.13 0.63 0.03

VT 1.34 0.57 1.08 0.54 1.13 0.32 0.92 0.61 0.96 0.50 0.39 0.04

WV 1.23 0.23 1.02 0.19 1.09 0.23 0.95 0.52 0.95 0.26 0.47 0.00

Padd 2 - Midwest

IA 1.18 0.08 1.03 0.11 1.08 0.12 0.95 0.21 0.97 0.14 0.86 0.02

IL 1.21 0.12 1.00 0.12 1.00 0.12 0.54 0.20 1.04 0.14 0.90 0.21 0.92 0.14 0.64 0.02

IN 1.17 0.12 1.02 0.18 1.02 0.18 0.14 0.12 1.06 0.13 0.93 0.19 0.93 0.15 0.71 0.00

KS 1.12 0.09 1.00 0.12 1.04 0.11 0.92 0.22 0.95 0.15 0.80 0.03

KY 1.21 0.16 1.01 0.20 1.01 0.20 0.26 0.10 1.08 0.17 0.93 0.30 0.94 0.31 0.57 0.02

MI 1.21 0.11 1.05 0.16 1.08 0.15 0.93 0.28 0.96 0.16 0.74 0.03

MN 1.20 0.11 1.08 0.13 1.09 0.12 0.96 0.23 0.98 0.19 0.70 0.02

MO 1.17 0.08 1.02 0.12 1.02 0.12 0.15 0.10 1.05 0.09 0.91 0.20 0.94 0.12 0.87 0.03

ND 1.21 0.15 1.05 0.21 1.11 0.21 1.00 0.69 1.01 0.31 0.67 0.01

NE 1.16 0.08 1.03 0.12 1.07 0.13 0.94 0.24 0.97 0.16 0.79 0.03

OH 1.20 0.17 1.05 0.19 1.10 0.17 0.95 0.31 0.96 0.24 0.66 0.00

OK 1.11 0.09 0.97 0.11 1.02 0.09 0.90 0.30 0.92 0.14 0.69 0.02

SD 1.19 0.08 1.05 0.11 1.10 0.11 0.96 0.27 1.00 0.14 0.91 0.03

TN 1.17 0.07 1.00 0.11 1.04 0.08 0.90 0.15 0.92 0.12 0.71 0.02

WI 1.18 0.09 1.02 0.13 1.02 0.13 0.29 0.10 1.07 0.13 0.93 0.18 0.95 0.21 0.73 0.02

Padd 3 - South

AL 1.17 0.07 0.99 0.11 1.03 0.08 0.88 0.14 0.90 0.11 0.69 0.02

AR 1.15 0.07 0.99 0.10 1.04 0.09 0.88 0.23 0.92 0.12 0.65 0.04

LA 1.14 0.08 0.97 0.10 0.97 0.10 0.02 -0.02 1.00 0.12 0.84 0.18 0.88 0.12 0.31 0.04

MS 1.13 0.08 0.97 0.11 1.01 0.15 0.86 0.20 0.89 0.11 0.61 0.03

NM 1.23 0.09 1.07 0.12 1.12 0.11 0.96 0.43 1.00 0.17 0.92 0.04

TX 1.12 0.06 0.94 0.08 0.94 0.08 0.29 0.09 1.00 0.06 0.85 0.14 0.89 0.09 0.72 0.03

Padd 4 - Plains

CO 1.19 0.10 1.07 0.13 1.08 0.12 0.96 0.48 0.99 0.15 0.84 0.03

ID 1.21 0.14 1.14 0.15 1.17 0.15 1.05 0.29 1.07 0.19 0.70 0.03

MT 1.20 0.17 1.13 0.23 1.12 0.20 1.00 0.76 1.05 0.24 0.98 0.07

UT 1.19 0.12 1.13 0.15 1.14 0.16 1.04 0.31 1.07 0.22 0.81 0.04

WY 1.21 0.12 1.10 0.14 1.12 0.20 1.02 0.84 1.03 0.15 0.79 0.00

Padd 5 - West Coast

AZ 1.25 0.12 1.16 0.13 1.16 0.13 0.43 0.08 1.12 0.13 0.96 0.45 1.00 0.13 0.88 0.04

CA 1.27 0.10 1.07 0.31 1.07 0.31 0.93 0.16 1.04 0.11 0.98 0.46 1.03 0.17 0.96 0.05

NV 1.22 0.14 1.18 0.17 1.10 0.15 1.01 0.45 1.01 0.13 0.90 0.00

OR 1.23 0.14 1.14 0.18 1.06 0.21 0.97 0.44 0.99 0.20 0.64 0.02

WA 1.21 0.12 1.16 0.15 1.05 0.18 0.94 0.38 0.99 0.15 0.60 0.05

Notes: Prices are average monthly prices for resale ($2013 / gal). Markets with sales in less than 50% of the sample are excluded. 
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Figure A.1: Wholesale Prices and Concentration by State



Appendix B: Crude price variable construction

Crude oil makes up over 80 percent of a refinery’s variable costs. While crude oil quality and

volumes are observed at the refinery level in the EIA data, crude oil prices are not. Prices are

observed at the firm-PADD level beginning in 2004. In order to construct a proxy for refinery-

level crude prices during the sample, I estimate a regression relating this firm-PADD level data

to publicly available crude price series that are available for the entirety of the sample.27 I then

predict crude prices for each refinery in each month and use this variable when estimating the

structural model.

Beginning in 2004, survey EIA-14 records the monthly total cost and volume of domestic

(D) and imported (I) crude oil acquired across all refineries owned by a firm in each Petroleum

Administration Defense District.28 These costs are assumed to be a function of benchmark

crude prices, PADD-level domestic crude prices and cost shifters, and a quality premium on

API gravity. West Texas Intermediate and Brent spot prices serve as domestic and imported

crude benchmark prices. Regional variation in domestic crude prices is captured by the EIA’s

cost of first purchase price (pcofp) series, which reports the average price received by domestic

oil producers in each PADD. The EIA reports the average landed cost of imported crude (pland)

by API gravity bin (b) beginning 1986.29 Using the midpoint of each bin, I construct a price

per API gravity degree premium variable for each month, ζIb =
pland
b −pbrent

APIb−APIbrent . Domestic prices

by API gravity bin are not available before 1994. Therefore the domestic API gravity premium

is proxied with the average price premium of two domestic heavy crudes, Alaska North Slope

an Gulf Heavy.

Given the available price data, firm-PADD crude price are modeled as follows,

pfr = α0 + sfr(αD0r + αD1rp
wti + αD2ζ

D∆D
fr + αD3(p

cofp
r − pwti))

+(1− sfr)(αI0r + αI1rp
brent + αI2ζ

I
fr∆

I
fr) + α2sfrζ

D∆D
fr(1− sfr)ζ

I
fr∆

I
fr

Where srf is the fraction of crude processed by firm f in PADD r that is domestic, and

∆ is the difference in API gravity between this crude and the benchmark crude (i.e. ∆I
fr =

APIfr−APIbrent). The final term is an interaction between domestic and imported API gravity

premiums to account for the fact than refineries only report average API gravity each month,

rather than separate figures for domestic and imported crude streams.

27All of the crude price series discussed here can be downloaded at
http://www.eia.gov/petroleum/data.cfm#prices

28The survey actually begins in 2002, but data was only collected at the national level until 2004.
29For example, the average cost of imported crude with API gravity between 20 and 25 degrees.
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Table A.2: Crude Price Estimates

Average Crude Price

Constant -0.159 (2.090)
Domestic - PADD 1 7.520∗∗∗ (2.766)
Domestic - PADD 2 -2.461 (2.273)
Domestic - PADD 3 2.756 (2.284)
Domestic - PADD 4 4.453∗ (2.429)
Domestic - PADD 5 1.207 (2.290)
COFP - PADD 1 1.021∗∗∗ (0.207)
COFP - PADD 2 0.499∗∗∗ (0.102)
COFP - PADD 3 1.139∗∗∗ (0.0646)
COFP - PADD 4 0.962∗∗∗ (0.115)
COFP - PADD 5 0.827∗∗∗ (0.0417)
WTI - PADD 1 0.948∗∗∗ (0.0207)
WTI - PADD 2 1.057∗∗∗ (0.0104)
WTI - PADD 3 1.025∗∗∗ (0.0101)
WTI - PADD 4 1.008∗∗∗ (0.0148)
WTI - PADD 5 1.004∗∗∗ (0.0103)
API Premium - Domestic 0.0554∗∗∗ (0.0161)
Imported - PADD 1 3.071 (2.270)
Imported - PADD 2 12.11∗∗∗ (2.343)
Imported - PADD 3 -2.336 (2.203)
Imported - PADD 4 12.87∗∗∗ (2.355)
Imported - PADD 5 7.499∗∗∗ (2.811)
Brent - PADD 1 0.920∗∗∗ (0.0108)
Brent - PADD 2 0.717∗∗∗ (0.0122)
Brent - PADD 3 0.979∗∗∗ (0.00863)
Brent - PADD 4 0.687∗∗∗ (0.0125)
Brent - PADD 5 0.924∗∗∗ (0.0204)
Brent - PADD 6 0.999∗∗∗ (0.0240)
API Premium - Imported 0.137∗∗∗ (0.0106)
API Premium Interaction -0.0319∗∗∗ (0.00405)

N 8258
r2 0.929

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Appendix B Additional tables and figures

Summary statistics

Table A.3: Operable Refineries and Sales 1986 - 2003

Year Operable Refineries Refinery Sales

1986 216 15

1987 219 9

1988 213 21

1989 204 5

1990 205 4

1991 202 9

1992 199 2

1993 187 2

1994 179 4

1995 175 6

1996 169 7

1997 164 19

1998 160 40

1999 159 11

2000 158 14

2001 155 29

2002 153 6

2003 149 8

Notes: A detailed genealogy of US refiners can be found at http://www.eia.gov/finance/genealogy/.
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